
Supplemental Information

INTERVIEW GUIDE

What follows are select questions
from our semistructured interview
guide that relate to medical device
use.

We would like to learn about the
types of activities you have to
perform daily to provide care for your
[child’s relationship]. Can you talk me
through and show me what you do on
a typical day to provide care to your
[child’s relationship] in your home
and where you do it?

• Are there different routines on
different days or of different people
(eg, mom versus dad days)?

• Note: use the prompts below for
tools and/or technology.

• In what spaces in the home do you
perform care activities for your
[child’s relationship]?

• Can you show me those areas (if
not already showing)?

• What objects, items, technologies,
supplies, or devices are helpful to
you here?

n Are there other things [such as
medical devices, technologies,
supplies, and tools; referred to
collectively as “X thing(s)”
moving forward in the guide]
that I haven’t seen already that
you use to help you provide care
or organize care to your [child’s
relationship]?

n Have you created anything to
help you provide or manage care
to your [child’s relationship] (eg,
calendar, note pad, bulletin
board)?

What follows are tools and/or
technology prompts (dig in to find out
about adaptations, self-design,
workarounds, emergency use,
breakdowns):

• How do you use X thing?

• Has X thing been modified at all?

• How often do you use X thing?

• How do you know when to use X
thing?

• What kinds of challenges do you
experience using X thing?

• How do X things make life easier?

• How did you learn to use the X
thing? Did someone teach you?

• How did you find out about X
thing?

• What do you do if something goes
wrong with X thing? How do you
get help when needed?

• Do others use X thing?

• What about X thing do you find
challenging? Easy?
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